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Abstrat

A parsing system returning analyses in the form of sets of grammatial relations an obtain high preision

if it hypothesises a partiular relation only when it is ertain that the relation is orret. We operationalise

this tehnique|in a statistial parser using a manually-developed wide-overage grammar of English|by

only returning relations that form part of all analyses liensed by the grammar. We observe an inrease in

preision from 75% to over 90% (at the ost of a redution in reall) on a test orpus of naturally-ourring

text.

1 Introdution

Head-dependent relationships (possibly labelled with a relation type) have been advoated as a use-

ful level of representation for grammatial struture in a number of di�erent large-sale language-

proessing tasks. For instane, in reent work on statistial treebank grammar parsing (e.g. Collins,

1999) high levels of auray have been reahed using lexialised probabilisti models over head-

dependent tuples. Bouma, van Noord and Malouf (2000) reate dependeny treebanks semi-auto-

matially in order to indue dependeny-based statistial models for parse seletion. Lin (1998),

Srinivas (2000) and others have evaluated the auray of both phrase struture-based and depen-

deny parsers by mathing head-dependent relations against `gold standard' relations, rather than the

more established method of evaluation in terms of (labelled) phrase struture braketings. Researh on

unsupervised aquisition of lexial information from orpora, suh as argument struture of prediates

(Brisoe and Carroll, 1997; MCarthy, 2000), word lasses for disambiguation (Clark and Weir, 2001),

and olloations (Lin 1999; Peare, 2001), has used grammatial relation/head/dependent tuples.

Suh tuples also onstitute a onvenient intermediate representation in appliations suh as informa-

tion extration (Palmer et al., 1993; Yeh, 2000), and doument retrieval on the Web (Grefenstette,

1997).

A variety of di�erent approahes have been taken for robust extration of relation/head/dependent

tuples, or grammatial relations, from unrestrited text. Dependeny parsing is a natural tehnique to

use, and there has been some work in that area on robust analysis and disambiguation (e.g. La�erty,

Sleator and Temperley, 1992; Srinivas, 2000). Finite-state approahes (e.g. Karlsson et al., 1995; A��t-

Mokhtar and Chanod, 1997; Grefenstette, 1998) have used hand-oded transduers to reognise linear

on�gurations of words and part of speeh labels assoiated with, for example, subjet/objet-verb

relationships. An intermediate step may be to mark nominal, verbal et. `hunks' in the text and

to identify the head word of eah of the hunks. Statistial �nite-state approahes have also been



used: Brants, Skut and Krenn (1997) train a asade of Hidden Markov Models to tag words with

their grammatial funtions. Approahes based on memory based learning have also used hunking as

a �rst stage, before assigning grammatial relation labels to heads of hunks (Argamon, Dagan and

Krymolowski, 1998; Buhholz, Veenstra and Daelemans, 1999). Blaheta and Charniak (2000) assume

a riher input representation onsisting of labelled trees produed by a treebank grammar parser, and

use the treebank again to train a further proedure that assigns grammatial funtion tags to syntati

onstituents in the trees. Alternatively, a hand-written grammar an be used that produes `shallow'

and perhaps partial phrase struture analyses from whih grammatial relations are extrated (e.g.

Carroll, Minnen and Brisoe, 1998; Lin, 1998).

Reently, Shmid and Rooth (2001) have desribed an algorithm for omputing expeted gover-

nor labels for terminal words in labelled headed parse trees produed by a probabilisti ontext-free

grammar. A governor label enodes a grammatial relation type (suh as subjet or objet) and a

governing lexial head. The labels are expeted in the sense that eah is weighted by the sum of

the probabilities of the trees giving rise to it, and are omputed eÆiently by proessing the entire

parse forest rather than individual trees. The set of terminal/relation/governing-head tuples will not

typially onstitute a globally oherent analysis, but may be useful for interfaing to appliations that

primarily aumulate fragments of grammatial information from text (suh as for instane informa-

tion extration, or systems that aquire lexial data from orpora). The approah is not so suitable for

appliations that need to interpret omplete and onsistent sentene strutures (suh as the analysis

phase of transfer-based mahine translation). Shmid and Rooth have implemented the algorithm

for parsing with a lexialised probabilisti ontext-free grammar of English and applied it in an open

domain question answering system, but they do not give any pratial results or an evaluation.

In the paper we investigate empirially Shmid and Rooth's proposals, using a wide-overage parsing

system applied to a test orpus of naturally-ourring text, and extending it with various thresholding

tehniques, observing the trade-o� between preision and reall in grammatial relations returned.

Using the most onservative threshold results in a parser that returns only grammatial relations

that form part of all analyses liensed by the grammar. In this ase, preision rises to over 90%, as

ompared with a baseline of 75%.

2 The Analysis System

In this investigation we use the statistial shallow parsing system for English developed by Carroll,

Minnen and Brisoe (1998). Briey, the system works as follows: input text is labelled with part-of-

speeh (PoS) tags by a tagger, and these are parsed using a wide-overage uni�ation-based `phrasal'

grammar of English PoS tags and puntuation. For disambiguation, the parser uses a probabilisti

LR model derived from parse tree strutures in a treebank, augmented with a set of lexial entries for

verbs, aquired automatially from a 10 million word sample of the British National Corpus (Leeh,

1992), eah entry ontaining subategorisation frame information and an assoiated probability. The

parser is therefore `semi-lexialised' in that verbal argument struture is disambiguated lexially, but

the rest of the disambiguation is purely strutural.

The overage of the grammar|the proportion of sentenes for whih at least one omplete spanning

analysis is found|is around 80% when applied to the susanne orpus (Sampson, 1995). In addition,

the system is able to perform parse failure reovery, �nding the highest soring sequene of phrasal

fragments (following the approah of Kiefer et al., 1999), and in reent work proessing the 90 million



1.0 aux( , ontinue, will) 0.4490 iobj(on, plae, tax-payers)

1.0 detmod( , burden, a) 0.3276 nmod(on, burden, tax-payers)

1.0 dobj(do, this, ) 0.2138 nmod(on, plae, tax-payers)

1.0 dobj(plae, burden, ) 0.0250 xmod(to, ontinue, plae)

1.0 nmod( , burden, disproportionate) 0.0242 nmod( , Fulton, tax-payers)

1.0 nsubj(ontinue, Failure, ) 0.0086 obj2(plae, tax-payers)

1.0 nsubj(plae, Failure, ) 0.0086 nmod(on, burden, Fulton)

1.0 xomp(to, Failure, do) 0.0020 mod( , ontinue, plae)

0.9730 lausal(ontinue, plae) 0.0010 nmod(on, ontinue, tax-payers)

0.9673 nmod( , tax-payers, Fulton)

Figure 1: Weighted GRs for the sentene Failure to do this will ontinue to plae a disproportionate

burden on Fulton taxpayers.

words of the written part of the British National Corpus, the system produed at least partial analyses

for over 98% of the sentenes.

The parsing system reads o� grammatial relation tuples (GRs) from the onstituent struture tree

that is returned from the disambiguation phase. Information is used about whih grammar rules

introdue subjets, omplements, and modi�ers, and whih daughter(s) is/are the head(s), and whih

the dependents. In Carroll et al.'s evaluation the system ahieves GR auray that is omparable

to published results for other systems: extration of non-lausal subjet relations with 83% preision,

ompared with Grefenstette's (1998) �gure of 80%; and overall F-sore

1

of unlabelled head-dependent

pairs of 80%, as opposed to Lin's (1998) 83%

2

and Srinivas's (2000) 84% (this with respet only to

binary relations, and omitting the analysis of ontrol relationships). Blaheta and Charniak (2000)

report an F-sore of 87% for assigning grammatial funtion tags to onstituents, but the task, and

therefore the soring method, is rather di�erent.

For the work reported in this paper we have extended Carroll et al.'s basi system, implementing

a version of Shmid and Rooth's expeted governor tehnique (see setion 1 above) but adapted for

uni�ation-based grammar and GR-based analyses. Eah sentene is analysed as a set of weighted GRs

where the weight assoiated with eah grammatial relation is omputed as the sum of the probabilities

of the parses that relation was derived from, divided by the sum of the probabilities of all parses. So,

if we assume that Shmid and Rooth's example sentene Peter reads every paper on markup has two

parses, one where on markup attahes to the preeding noun having overall probability 0:007 and the

other where it has verbal attahment with probability 0:003, then some of the weighted GRs would

be

1.0 nsubj(reads, Peter, )

0.7 nmod(on, paper, markup)

0.3 nmod(on, reads, markup)

Figure 1 ontains a more extended example of a weighted GR analysis for a short sentene from

the susanne orpus, and also gives a avour of the relation types that our system returns. Carroll,

Brisoe and San�lippo (1998) motivate the GR sheme and desribe it in detail.

1

The F-sore (van Rijsbergen, 1979) ombines preision and reall into a single �gure. We use the version where

they are equally weighted, de�ned as

2� preision� reall

preision+ reall

.

2

Our alulation, based on table 2 of Lin (1998).



Preision Reall F-sore

(%) (%)

Best parse 76.25 76.77 76.51

All parses 74.63 75.33 74.98

Table 1: GR auray omparing extration from just the highest-ranked parse ompared to weighted

GR extration from all parses.

3 Empirial Results

3.1 Weight Thresholding

Our �rst experiment ompared the auray of the parser when extrating GRs from the highest ranked

analysis (the standard probabilisti parsing setup) against extrating weighted GRs from all parses

in the forest. To measure auray we use the preision, reall and F-sore measures of parser GRs

against `gold standard' GR annotations in a 10,000-word test orpus of in-overage sentenes derived

from the susanne orpus and overing a range of written genres

3

. GRs are in general ompared using

an equality test, exept that in a spei�, limited number of ases we allow the parser to return more

generi relation types (for details see Carroll, Minnen and Brisoe, 1998).

When a parser GR has a weight of less than one, we proportionally disount its ontribution to

the preision and reall sores. Thus, given a set T of GRs with assoiated weights produed by the

parser, i.e.

T = f(w

i
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i

)jw

i

is the weight assoiated with GR t

i
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where Æ(x) = 1 if x is true and 0 otherwise. The weighted preision and reall are then
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respetively, expressed as perentages. We are not aware of any previous substantive use of weighted

preision and reall, although there is an option for assoiating weights with omplete parses in

the distributed software implementing the parseval sheme (Harrison et al., 1991) for evaluating

parser auray with respet to phrase struture braketings. The weighted measures make sense for

appliation tasks that an deal with sets of mutually-inonsistent GRs.

In this initial experiment, preision and reall when extrating weighted GRs from all parses were

both one and a half perentage points lower than when GRs were extrated from just the highest

ranked analysis (see table 1)

4

. This derease in auray might be expeted, though, given that often

a true positive GR will be returned with weight less than one, and so will not reeive full redit from

the weighted preision and reall measures.

However, these results only tell part of the story. An appliation using grammatial relation analyses

might only be interested in GRs that the parser is fairly on�dent of being orret. For instane, in

3

The annotated test orpus is freely available, from <http://www.ogs.susx.a.uk/lab/nlp/arroll/greval.html>.

4

Ignoring the weights on GRs, standard (unweighted) evaluation results for all parses are: preision 36.65%, reall

89.42% and F-sore 51.99%.
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Figure 2: Weighted GR auray as the threshold is varied.

unsupervised aquisition of lexial information (suh as subategorisation frames for verbs) from text,

the usual methodology is to (partially) analyse the text, retaining only reliable hypotheses whih are

then �ltered based on the amount of evidene for them over the orpus as a whole. Thus, Brent (1993)

only reates hypotheses on the basis of instanes of verb frames that are reliably and unambiguously

ued by losed lass items (suh as pronouns) so there an be no other attahment possibilities. In

reent work on unsupervised learning of prepositional phrase disambiguation, Pantel and Lin (2000)

derive training instanes only from relevant data appearing in syntati ontexts that are guaranteed

to be unambiguous. In our new system, the weights on GRs indiate how ertain the parser is of the

assoiated relations being orret. We therefore investigated whether more highly weighted GRs are

in fat more likely to be orret than ones with lower weights. We did this by setting a threshold on

the output, suh that any GR with weight lower than the threshold is disarded.

Figure 2 shows how weighted preision, reall, and F-sore hange as the threshold is varied between

zero and one

5

. The results are intriguing. Preision inreases monotonially from 74.6% at a threshold

of zero (the situation as in the previous experiment where all GRs extrated from all parses in the

forest are returned) to 90.4% at a threshold of one. (The latter threshold has the e�et of allowing

only those GRs that form part of every single analysis to be returned). The inuene of the threshold

on reall is equally dramati, although sine we have not esaped the usual trade-o� with preision the

results are somewhat less positive. Reall dereases from 75.3% to 45.2%, falling slowly at �rst but

then at a gradually inreasing rate until the threshold is just less than one, at whih point it drops

suddenly. At about the same point, preision shows a sharp rise, although smaller in magnitude.

Table 2 shows in detail what is happening in this region. Between thresholds 0.99 and 1.0 there is

only a two perentage point di�erene in preision, but reall di�ers by almost fourteen perentage

points. Over the whole range, as the threshold is inreased from zero, preision rises faster than reall

falls until the threshold reahes 0.65; here the F-sore attains its overall maximum of 77.

5

We do not show a reall/preision plot with reall on one axis and preision on the other (as standardly appears in

the information retrieval literature), sine it does not as obviously show the orrespondene between threshold values

and reall and preision �gures. The type of urve we obtain in this sort of plot is also very di�erent from a typial IR

system: something like a bakwards small `r' shape, rather than a large `L' shape.



GR Weight Preision Reall F-sore

Threshold (%) (%)

1.0 90.40 45.21 60.27

0.99999999 90.27 46.28 61.19

0.9999999 90.17 46.87 61.68

0.999999 90.08 47.64 62.32

0.99999 90.03 48.91 63.38

0.9999 89.68 51.15 65.15

0.999 89.11 54.06 67.29

0.99 88.43 59.13 70.87

0.9 86.39 66.27 75.00

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0.0 74.63 75.33 74.98

Table 2: Weighted GR auray as the threshold approahes 1.

Relation Parser Test Corpus

Type GRs GRs

nmod 979 2377

xmod 14 170

mod 51 163

detmod 840 1124

arg mod 0 39

nsubj 659 984

xsubj 0 5

subj 2 4

dobj 188 396

obj2 17 19

iobj 0 144

xomp 161 323

omp 26 66

aux 237 379

onj 60 164

Table 3: Total numbers of parser and test orpus GRs by relation type, using a threshold of 1.

The eventual �gure of over 90% preision is apparently not due to `easier' relation types (suh as the

dependeny between a determiner and a noun) being returned and more diÆult ones (for example

lausal omplements) being ignored. Table 3 shows that the majority of relation types are produed

with frequeny onsistent with the overall 45% reall �gure. Obvious exeptions are arg mod (enoding

the English passive `by-phrase') and iobj (indiret objet), for whih no GRs at all are produed. The

reason for this is that both types of relation originate from an ourrene of a prepositional phrase

(PP) in ontexts where the PP ould be either a modi�er or a omplement of a prediate. This

pervasive ambiguity means that there will always be disagreement between analyses over the relation

type (but not neessarily over the identity of the head and dependent themselves).

3.2 Parse Unpaking

Shmid and Rooth's algorithm omputes expeted governors eÆiently by using dynami programming

and proessing the entire parse forest rather than individual trees. In ontrast, we unpak the whole

parse forest and then extrat weighted GRs from eah tree individually. Our implementation is



Maximum Preision Reall F-sore

Parses (%) (%)

1 76.25 76.77 76.51

2 80.15 73.30 76.57

5 84.94 67.03 74.93

10 86.73 62.47 72.63

100 89.59 51.45 65.36

1000 90.24 46.08 61.00

unlimited 90.40 45.21 60.27

Table 4: Weighted GR auray using a threshold of 1, with respet to the maximum number of

ranked parses onsidered.

ertainly less elegant, but in pratial terms for sentenes where there are relatively small numbers

of parses the speed is still aeptable. However, throughput goes down linearly with the number of

parses, and when there are many thousands of parses|and partiularly also when the sentene is long

and so eah tree is large|the parsing system beomes unaeptably slow.

One possibility to improve the situation would be to extrat GRs diretly from forests. At �rst

glane this looks a possibility: although our parse forests are produed by a probabilisti LR parser

using a uni�ation-based grammar, they are similar in ontent to those omputed by a probabilisti

ontext-free grammar, as assumed by Shmid and Rooth's algorithm. However, there are problems.

If the test for being able to pak loal ambiguities in the uni�ation grammar parse forest is feature

struture subsumption, unpaking a parse apparently enoded in the forest an fail due to non-loal

inonsisteny in feature values (Oepen and Carroll, 2000)

6

, so every governor tuple hypothesis would

have to be heked to ensure that the parse it ame from was globally valid. It is likely that this

veri�ation step would anel out the eÆieny gained from using an algorithm based on dynami

programming. This problem ould be side-stepped (but at the ost of less ompat parse forests)

by instead testing for feature struture equivalene rather than subsumption. A seond, more serious

problem is that some of our relation types enode more information than is present in a single governor

tuple (the non-lausal subjet relation, for instane, enoding whether the surfae subjet is the `deep'

objet in a passive onstrution); this information an again be less loal and violate the onditions

required for the dynami programming approah.

Another possibility is to ompute only the n highest ranked parses and extrat weighted GRs from

just those. (Carroll and Brisoe (1992) desribe how to perform n-best parsing eÆiently). The basi

ase where n = 1 is equivalent to the standard approah of omputing GRs from the highest probability

parse. Table 4 shows the e�et on auray as n is inreased in stages to 1000, using a threshold for

GR extration of 1; also shown is the previous setup (labelled `unlimited') in whih all parses in the

forest are onsidered. The results demonstrate that limiting proessing to a relatively small, �xed

number of parses|even as low as 100|omes within a small margin of the auray ahieved using

the full parse forest. These results are striking, in view of the fat that our grammar assigns more

than 300 parses to over a third of the sentenes in the test orpus, and more than a thousand parses to

a �fth of them. Another interesting observation is that the relationship between preision and reall

is very lose to that seen when the threshold is varied (as in the previous setion); there appears to

be no loss in reall at a given level of preision. We therefore feel on�dent in unpaking a limited

number of parses from the forest and extrating weighted GRs from them, rather than trying to

6

The forest therefore also `leaks' probability mass sine it ontains some derivations that are in fat not legal.



Weighting Preision Reall F-sore

Method (%) (%)

Probabilisti (at 88.38 59.19 70.90

threshold 0.99)

Equally (at 88.39 55.17 67.94

threshold 0.768)

Table 5: Auray at the same level of preision using di�erent weighting methods, with a 1000-parse

tree limit.

proess all parses. We have tentatively set the limit to be 1000, as a reasonable ompromise in our

system between throughput and auray.

3.3 Parse Weighting

The way in whih the GR weighting is arried out does not matter when the weight threshold is equal

to 1 (sine then only GRs that are part of every analysis are returned, eah with a weight of one).

However, we were interested to see whether the preise method for assigning weights to GRs has an

e�et on auray, and if so, to what extent. We therefore tried an alternative approah where eah

GR reeives a ontribution of 1 from every parse, no matter what the probability of the parse is,

normalising in this ase by the number of parses onsidered. This tends to inrease the numbers of

GRs returned for any given threshold, so when omparing the two methods we found thresholds suh

that eah method obtained the same preision �gure (of roughly 83.38%). We then ompared the

reall �gures (see table 5). The reall for the probabilisti weighting sheme is 4% higher, whih is to

be expeted given that it is the more prinipled method.

It is possible that an appliation might have a preferene for GRs that arise from less ambiguous

sentenes. In this ase the parser ould re-weight GRs suh that the new weight is proportional to

the inverse of the number of parses for the sentene: for instane hanging weight w to

�

1

jP j

�

(w�1)

2

where jP j is the number of parses. A weight of 1 would then be retained; however with this formula

most values end up being either within a small region of 1, or extremely small. Using the absolute

value of w�1 instead of (w�1)

2

seems to improve matters, but the best re-weighting method is likely

to be appliation-spei� and an only be determined by trial and error.

3.4 Parser Bootstrapping

One of our primary researh goals is to explore unsupervised aquisition of lexial knowledge. The

parser we use in this work is `semi-lexialised', using subategorisation probabilities for verbs aquired

automatially from (unlexialised) parses of text from the British National Corpus. In the future

we intend to aquire other types of lexio-statistial information (for example on PP attahment)

whih we will feed bak into the parser's disambiguation proedure, bootstrapping suessively more

aurate versions of the parsing system. There is still plenty of sope for improvement in auray,

sine ompared with the number of orret GRs in top-ranked parses there are roughly a further 20%

that are orret but present only in lower-ranked parses. Table 6 gives the atual �gures, broken

down by relation type. There is omparatively less room for improvement with argument relations



Relation In Parse Not in Parse Ranked 1

Type Ranked 1 but in Parses 2{1000

nmod 1691 538

xmod 56 36

mod 99 65

detmod 1026 31

arg mod 20 6

nsubj 872 54

xsubj 4 1

subj 1 1

dobj 337 31

obj2 16 1

iobj 109 34

xomp 270 36

omp 65 6

aux 330 21

onj 114 24

total 5010 885

Table 6: Number of orret GRs in top-ranked parse, and number not in top-ranked parse but in

others.

(nsubj, dobj et.) than with modi�er relations (nmod and similar). This indiates that our next

major bootstrapping e�orts should be direted to olleting frequeny information on modi�ation.

4 Disussion and Further Work

We have desribed a shallow parsing system for English that returns analyses in the form of sets of

grammatial relations, and have desribed an investigation into the extration of weighted relations

from probabilisti parses. We observed that setting a threshold on the output suh that any GR with

weight lower than the threshold is disarded allows a trade-o� to be made between reall and preision,

and found that by setting the threshold at 1 the preision of our system was boosted dramatially,

from a baseline of 75% to over 90%. With this setting, the system returns only relations that form

part of all analyses liensed by the grammar: the system an have no greater ertainty that these

relations are orret, given the knowledge that is available to it.

Although we believe this tehnique to be well suited to probabilisti parsers, it ould also bene�t

any parsing system that an represent ambiguity and return analyses that are only partially omplete.

Suh a system need not neessarily be statistial, sine parse probabilities make no di�erene when

heking that a given sub-analysis segment forms part of all possible global analyses.

We intend to start using a version of our parser in whih the GR weight threshold is set at 1 (or

possibly just below 1 to get better reall) to analyse large amounts of text in order to produe data for

lexial aquisition tasks. We have reently applied the basi, non-weighted version of the parser to the

entire written part of the British National Corpus in order to aquire seletional preferenes for use in

the disambiguation of prediate and nominal argument word senses (extending an approah desribed

by Carroll and MCarthy, 2000). We will use the new, more reliable analyses as training data for an

improved version of the sense disambiguation system, and also for a statistial parse disambiguation

model de�ned over grammatial relations whih we are in the proess of developing.
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